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Abstract—Data classification is defined as the classification of data using related attributes and the algorithms such as 
decision tree, K-nn Algorithm etc.[1][3][5][7] The system is based on producing a fast and optimal method to classify a 
Stock Market dataset and help identify the most acceptable record. It is based on the Logical analysis of data where a dataset 
is classified based on various constraints to find a suitable record. The database is first cleansed to remove the redundant data 
which provides the dataset. The dataset consisting of company’s maximum investment ratio and quarter wise profit and loss 
percentage is then put through a process of discretization, where the data is converted into a binary form (also called as 
binarization) for an efficient process. The discretized data is then provided as a dataset which is used for further 
classification. The decision tree algorithm is applied where the number of investment ratios is taken as input. The weight and 
coverage problem is used to   split the dataset into patterns by cut points. The given constraints act as the cut points to split 
the dataset. The K-nN algorithm groups the nearest data, in this case, the dataset with nearest possible profit percentage and 
investment ratio. From the developed pattern, the classified data is provided to the client. The system increases the efficiency 
by reducing the number of choices to select from. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The problem of predicting a suitable solution from a 
given dataset is called as classification problem. 
There have been many proposed systems that try 
solving this problem. These systems are Support 
vector mechanism, Logical analysis of data, Gaussian 
model that use algorithms such as Decision tree, K- 
nearest neighbors, neural networks etc. 
[1][3][5][7][8][9][10] Each of these methods use 
various algorithms, variables, and approaches to solve 
their classification problems. One of the widely used 
approach was the Logical and analytical data (LAD) 
model that introduced cut points on the datasets and 
classified accordingly. This concept was based on the 
weight and coverage problem where each cut point 
represented a weight that the dataset can be split into. 
After this several algorithms were applied to generate 
the best record from the given data. Although the 
classification from this method generated a record, 
but it was still from a large repository. To have an 
effective classification, the idea of recursive logical 
and analytical data is introduced, where multi-
dimensional cut points are used to help classify the 
suitable record from an optimal dataset. It is always 
easier to choose one, given two options, than 
choosing one from various options. This concept 
allows the user to have a choice from a small data set 
than from a large one. The data is converted into 
binary form called binarization. The process behind 
this is called as discretization. This discrete data is 
then transformed into a training set after which a 
pattern is generated only to classify the data needed.  

The proposed approach classifies the patterns using 
classification threshold, and mixed integer 
programming problem.[4][11] 
 
II. RELATED WORKS 
 
The systems that were used for classification were 
SVM, LAD, SLAD, label propogation etc. 
SVM (Support Vector Mechanism) is the system 
where a dataset is divided horizontally using a hyper 
lane. The hyper lane constructed distinguishes the 
dataset depending on the attribute provided. The 
classification is aided by k-Nn algorithm where the 
records are grouped towards the hyper lane from 
which the classified data is chosen. This classification 
technique needs the dataset to contain only numerical 
values and the hyper lane needs to be applied on the 
dataset till the classified data is available.[7][9]  
SVM are of different kinds: LIB-SVM and UNIV-
SVM 
Both were similar, but the only problem was that the 
LIB-SVM was an outdated model when the 
UNIVER-SVM was introduced. UNIVER-SVM is an 
updated C++ implementation of transductive SVM. 
Moreover UNIVER-SVM could allow the dataset to 
consist of much more records than LIB-SVM.[10] 
In LAD, the dataset is grouped in a stack-like 
structure that makes the classification simpler. The 
dataset is organised according to the attributes 
provided. The decision tree algorithm is applied to 
find the most suitable cut point from the given 
possible attributes. The records are grouped in a 
pattern that after further classification provides the 
required data. 
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SLAD is a statistical and logical analytical data 
system that uses statistics to find the most optimal 
record. The knapsack problem of the Support set 
selection problem is solved by binarisation, patterns 
are generated, pattern weights and classification 
threshold is determined by solving the LPP, and then 
the classified data is generated.  The SLAD is a better 
version than LAD, because it considers the statistical 
form of the dataset to classify the data.  
The earliest version of classifying the data was by 
label propagation where the attributes of the provided 
data set were used to classify the data. The data 
should consist of numeric values only.[1][3][5]  
 
III. ARCHITECTURE 
 

 
Figure 1: Architecture 

 
1. Database:  
The admin provides the stock market database from 
which the required record has to be chosen. With 
stocks of companies rising and falling every quarter, 
the database has to be updated regularly.  
This database could consist of redundant data that has 
to be processed. This is done by using the concept of 
data cleaning. 
The database is updated by the admin regularly 
because stocks can rise and fall inconsistently. The 
database must consist of relevant data especially, the 
maximum investment ratio and average profit 
percentage.[1][3][5] 
 
2. Training Set: 
The database that is collected from the admin is 
cleaned and used for the mining. Training set is the 
collective dataset which is used to get the proper 
record from. This is the dataset that is free from 
redundant data. 
 
3. Cut Point: 
Training dataset has a large amount of unclassified 
data which can easily confuse the users.  

The cut-off points are introduced so as to classify the 
datasets according to the different investment ratio 
and profit percentages.  
The number of cut points are provided by the admin.  
The cut points are accessed by the help of decision 
tree and k-nn algorithm. The decision tree allows the 
user to provide the input as questions for the 
investment cost.  
 
4. Patterns: 
The cut points provided by the admin split the dataset 
into various blocks. 
These varied partitions are called patterns. These 
patterns provide the admin with a smaller record list. 
The K-Nn acts as a determinant for the user to choose 
one of the many near possible data. 
 
5. Classified Data:  
The pattern obtained from the recursive 
implementation of cut points develops the classified 
data. 
The idea of using multi-dimensional cut off point 
allows the user to generate an effective classification 
for the stock market data set. 

. 
Algorithm for Recursive LAD: 
Input: 
int x[4],y[4],p,q; 
char c; 
Output: 
int z[4]; 
Algorithm: 
begin 
for i=0 to n do //for loop is used to read all the cutoff 
points to meet user requirements 
x[i];  
Decision(x[i]); 
end 
Decision(int x[i]) 
begin 
//Use the cutoff points to distribute the data into 
various levels in the dataset using weightage and 
coverage problem. 
print(“If user want to provide more cutoff (y/n)”); 
if c==’y’; 
for i=0 to n do 
y[i]; // read the necessary new cutoff 
Decision(y[i]); 
Else 
p,q; //read the user’s choice after the training set 
is obtained 
knn(p,q); 
end if 
end 
knn(int p, int q) 
begin 
for i=p to 5 do 
for j=q to 30 do 
z[i]=x[i]; 
for i=p to 5 do 
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print (z[i]); 
end 
 
Comparisons: 
Methods used before included SVM, LAD, Gaussian 
etc. When compared with Recursive LAD, those 
systems have a low efficiency and don’t provide with 
an optimal classification. Using SVM (Support 
Vector Mechanism), it introduces the concept of 
hyperlane. The hyperlane produces a  division 
between the dataset, thereby allowing the 
classification to occur. the hyper lane recursively 
classifies the dataset to provide the probable data. 
This type of classification does not provide the exact 
value required. This system works fine only when a 
small dataset is used. The dataset of few company are 
given below. 
 
company 

Name

Max. 
Investmen
t value

Profit 
ratio(1st 
quarter)

Profit 
ratio(2nd 
quarter)

Profit 
ratio(3th 
quarter)

Profit 
ratio(4th 
quarter)

Avg. 

Profit
A 2 10.20 41.20 4.32 12.00 16.93
B 3 5.33 10.30 -0.34 13.50 7.20
c 4 6.32 12.40 28.56 45.70 23.25
D 5 45.30 20.30 37.96 56.23 39.95
E 6 38.20 15.33 28.40 47.34 32.32
F 7 12.50 -0.40 12.44 12.00 9.14
G 8 10.00 26.34 24.00 27.45 21.95
H 1 11.67 -2.45 13.00 16.67 9.72
I 2 34.40 6.34 -1.11 29.60 17.31  
  

 
Figure 2: LAD Implementation 

 
Figure 3: Recursive LAD Implementation 
 

The lad introduces the concept of cut points that 
allow dataset to be classified provided there are other 
attributes to work with(Figure1). The time taken to 

classify the data is much more than RLAD as shown 
in fig2.  

 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The diagram and the charts clearly denote that the 
efficiency of the Recursive Logical and Analytical 
system is much better than that of the LAD and other 
systems. The patterns are created, in this case for the 
sample stock market dataset, is because of the two cut 
off points, i.e., the investment ratio and the profit 
percent.  
 
After a thorough study of previous systems, it can be 
concluded that the Recursive Logical and analytical 
data system to classify the stock market dataset is 
more efficient than any other System.  
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